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Histopathology is a significant branch of biology that covers the investigation of the cell anatomy and tissues of organisms

at a microscopic level by a histopathologist. Histopathological images are very influential for the final decision procedure

of effective therapeutics; these images are essential to investigate the status of a certain biological structure and to

diagnose diseases like cancer . Digital histopathology represents a significant evolution in modern medicine. It often uses

machine vision techniques as a basis. Nevertheless, because of the special properties of digital histopathology images

and their processing tasks, specific processing approaches are usually needed. 
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1. Histopathology Images Background

Uropathologists use different screening methods to determine the various tumor histology in the prostate in a good quality.

Typical tissue of prostate incorporates glands and stroma. The gland is the basic anatomical structural unit of the prostate.

The stroma is the fibromuscular tissue around glands . Each gland unit consists of a lumen and rows of epithelial layers

surrounding the lumen. The stroma keeps the gland units together. When cancer is in high-grade, stroma and lumen are

both replaced by epithelial cells . Once the slides are stained using a hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) solution, the nuclei

become dark blue and the epithelial layer and stroma become several shades of purple to pink .

To date, one of the most effective ways to measure aggressiveness of prostate cancer is using the Gleason grading

system . The Gleason grading system is completely founded on architectural arrangements of prostatic carcinoma,

and a substantial parameter to a therapeutic final decision. Gleason grading has five grade groups from grade 1 (G1) to

grade 5 (G5), with a grade of G1 refers to tissue with a maximum grade of resemblance to normal tissue and outstanding

prognosis, and a grade of G5 refers to poorly differentiated tissue and the worst prediction . Artificial intelligence has

the ability to improve the quality of Gleason grading. Abundant automated Gleason grading systems were proposed and

have led to increased consistency .

Histopathology images can be acquired by using specialized cameras with a microscope wherein an automated

computerized approach can be carried out . To study various architecture and constituent of tissues under a

microscope, the biopsy specimen is embedded in wax and dyed with one or more stains. Staining procedures are used by

pathologists for cellular components separation for structural in addition to component visualization of tissue for diagnosis

. Stages of the preparation process of the tissue slides are as presented in Figure 3. It consists of five operations, and

each of them can affect the quality of the final image . (I) Fixation: Samples of biological tissues are fixed with

chemical fixation. There are many ways of fixation, but the commonly applied way in the biomedical field is fixation with

formaldehyde or glutaraldehyde solution to protect the cells . This is a critical step in tissue preparation and aims to

prevent tissue autolysis and putrefaction; (II) Processing: Tissue processing is a crucial step and involves two main

processes: dehydration and clearing. Dehydration is used to extract water from the gross tissue and substitute it with a

certain concentration of alcohol which solidifies it . This process helps incise superfine sections of the specimen.

Clearing consists of removing the dehydrator with a material that will be the solvent in both the embedding paraffin and

the dehydrating agent; (III) Tissue Embedding: Thus is the process wherein tissues are carefully positioned in a medium

such as wax , so when solidified, it will provide enough external support to allow very thin sectioning. This process is

essential as the proper tissue orientation is necessary for precise microscopic evaluation; (IV) Sectioning: this process is

required to generate superfine slices of tissue samples sufficient such that the details of the microstructure

characterization of the cells can be obviously noticed using microscopy methods. After that, carry the superfine slices of

sample onto a clean glass slide ; (V) Staining: The final step in preparing tissue for light microscopy is to stain it and

mount it on the slide. Staining increases contrast to the tissue and, also highlights some specific features which would

otherwise be practically invisible in the microscope . There are many types of stain but the most common type of

staining for histology is H & E.
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Figure 3. Illustrative figure showing the different preparation steps of histology slides.

 

Automated prostate cancer diagnosis using histopathology images is deemed to offer great promise for advanced cancer

therapy, however, it is not a simple task, as several open scientific challenges have to be overcome before the CAD

system of histopathology images can become part of the routine healthcare diagnostic pipeline. These challenges occur

because of the numerous technical and computational variabilities and artifacts incurred due to differences in slide

preparation and because of the complicated structure of the tumor tissues architecture . Image analysis techniques are

substantially reliant on the quality of the digital slide images.

 

3. Histopathology Image Analysis Methodology

Digitized histopathology is a current direction that makes huge numbers of images available for automated analysis. It

enables visualization and interpretation of pathology cells and tissue samples in a great resolution images and with the

assistance of software tools . This opens a new era to design image analysis techniques that assist clinicians and

promote their image descriptions (e.g., grading, staging) with the purpose of image features quantification. In that respect,

the computer-aided diagnosis of histological image analysis is a newly challenging domain for biomedical image analysis.

CAD can be defined as detecting cancer within the examined tissue using computer software , which is the main

mission of the pathologist . The combination of conventional diagnosis techniques with computational AI techniques

provides a good possibility to decrease the workload of pathologists while preserving performance. There is a need for a

precise CAD system that minimizes reading interpretation times, lowers necessary experience in anatomic pathology, and

provides a consistent risk evaluation of cancer existence in prostate histopathology images without additional burden to

pathologists. Such a CAD system would automatically find out suspected lesions in prostate histopathology images to

assist screen for prostate cancer in large patient populations. A typical CAD system for detecting prostate cancer receives

raw histopathological images, preprocesses them, and produces a particular diagnostic result .

Over the last two decades, numerous research papers on CAD systems were published. Automated systems for digital

histopathological imaging can maintain reproducibility and consistency using suitable image processing techniques . In

fact, there are many research perspectives for CAD systems applied in the histopathological domain, including: (I) cancer

detection in the given tissue, (II) automatic grading to correctly quantify the level of the malignancy, which can offer more

insights into disease characterization, (III) cell/nuclei/gland segmentation that discovers and separates these regions from

images, and (IV) multi-class classification for the different subtypes of a specific type of cancer.
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